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The Spanish Air and Space Army has awarded to Target Technology the contract bid for EnforceAir2 C-
UAS Anti-Drone System, manufactured by D-Fend Solutions. The objective is to contend with potential 
hostile drones, especially when major events, shows, aerial or state activities take place, as well as when 
dealing with the protection of authorities and the general population. 

 

EnforceAir2 is the only anti-drone system in the world that can take control of a threatening 
drone, disconnect it from its pilot and land it without collateral damage. This is a solution that 
Pope Francis I already relied on to ensure his protection during international visits. 

https://www.target-tecnologia.es/
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This anti-drone system, now acquired by the Spanish Air Force, is an enhanced version of its 
predecessor EnforceAir, and which has received the Intersec Homeland Security/Service of the 
Year 2023 Award. This new version incorporates improvements such as heightened ability to 
detect hostile drones in much more varied environments and the power to disconnect them 
from their pilot or land them without collateral damage, either in “active” or “passive” mode. 
But the primary difference from its predecessor is its design. Now it can be carried in a portable 
backpack, making EnforceAir2 the perfect ally for stealth and tactical operations. 

In the words of Luis Rolandi, deputy director of Target Tecnología, "we are very proud that the 
Spanish Air Force has decided to invest in our anti-drone system, one of the company's 
strategic lines. In a world where UAS threats are proliferating and becoming more 
sophisticated, it is necessary to advance at the same pace regarding defense and security 
solutions that allow us to deal with these threats. In this sense, EnforceAir2 is presented as the 
most sophisticated anti-drone system on the market, capable of detecting, mitigating and 
controlling the threat of hostile drones without inhibiting other benign UASs with which they 
share airspace. In addition, its flexibility, portability and power make it the perfect ally, 
especially for tactical operations where stealth and speed become an essential element for the 
success of the operation." 
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